DIY Tuned Wind Chime Kit-Jerusalem Chimes
Jerusalem Chimes is happy that you chose to create your own wind chime
Good luck!
Watch the instruction video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__940-4udFk&t=3s
The kit includes:






Head of the chime
6 pipes
Clapper
Sail
Assembly string
(attached to the head of the chime)
 Head string
(attach to the ring)
 Screws
Equip yourself with:






Needle
Lighter
Scissors
Small hammer
Hook

Assembly instructions:
1. Lay the pipes side by side by their measure from longest to shortest.
2. On the head of the chime there 11 empty holes.
3. Put the string that connected to the small screw on the head of the chime, inside the
needle.
4. Put the needle through the hole on the longest pipe.

5. Put the string through the hole in the next pair (from the hole with the
screw against clockwize). From bottom to top and back down through the
second hole of the pair.
6. Place the sail on his wide side between the pipe and the head of the chime
to determinate the height of the pipe.
7. Hold the string with your finger and put a screw inside the hole, in
order to prevent the string from movement.
8. Do the same action with all the remaining pipes from long to short,
notice that all pipes are balanced at the same height.
9. Notice not to put the needle inside holes that have strings inside them already.
10.Put the needle from bottom to top, inside the last hole (the free hole on the pair you
started from) and tie the strings edges twice next to the screw.
11.Cut the remaining strings and burn carefully with a pair of scissors and a lighter.
12.Hang the chime on a hook.
13.Put the string that is connected to the ring inside the middle hole on the
head of the chime (with a needle).
14.Put the string inside the clapper with the flat part turning upwards.
15.Place the clapper at the middle of the longest pipe, and tie two knots
underneath it. (Pull the clapper silently to make sure it is fixed. You need
to make sure that the clapper claps all the six pipes).
16.Put the string inside the sail and place it in a similar distance to the
distance between the clapper and the head of the chime and tie a strong
loop knot.
17.Cut the remaining string and burn the edge carefully.
Now your chime is complete!
Hang it where there is a light wind.

“May the wind spirit blows in your hearts always”

